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Response Surface Treatment Designs

Assume that we will fit the second order polynomial model in q
factors.

Consider the 3q factorial design.

Let Sr consist of all points which have r factors at ±1 and q − r
factors at 0.

A subset design (Gilmour, 2006) is any design made up of the
points

∑q
r=0 crSr , where

I cr > 0 for at least two r ;

I cr > 0 for at least one r ≥ 2;

I cr > 0 for at least one r with 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1.
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Subset Designs

Subset designs:

I Include central composite c0S0 + S1 + Sq and many
Box-Behnken designs, e.g. 3S0 + S2, as special cases.

I Asymptotically include the continuous optimal design,
cq−1Sq−1 + cqSq.

I Have many useful properties, such as near-orthogonality and
factorwise balance.

I Can easily include two-level factors.

I Can be extended to multiple levels by replacing ±1 in Si by
±αi .

I Can be modified to include fractional subsets and/or
incomplete subsets.
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Unit Structures

RS designs might be:

I completely randomized;

I arranged in blocks (Cook and Nachtsheim, 1989, Atkinson
and Donev, 1989, Trinca and Gilmour, 2000, Goos and
Vandebroek, 2001);

I arranged in crossed block structures, e.g. rows and columns
(Gilmour and Trinca, 2003, Goos and Donev, 2006);

I arranged in nested block structures (Trinca and Gilmour,
2001, Gilmour and Trinca, 2006).

Designs are almost always found using search (interchange)
algorithms.

There might also be hard-to-set factors.
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Case Study

An experiment on freeze drying of coffee was carried out in the
laboratory, but using processes similar to those on an industrial
scale (Gilmour et al., 2000).

The aim was to find out how to improve the retention of aromas
during the freeze drying process.

Each experimental run involved four stages:

1. preparation of coffee solution;

2. addition of marker volatile compounds;

3. freeze drying;

4. analysis of volatile compounds.
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Five factors studied, each at three levels:

I initial solids content;

I slab thickness;

I drying pressure;

I heating temperature;

I freezing rate.

Pressure is controlled manually and so is very time consuming to
set.

We decided to have six days (blocks), each consisting of five runs.
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Analysis

The analysis of data from multi-stratum designs received attention
before the design.

Following Letsinger, Myers and Lentner (1996), the usual approach
is to fit the linear mixed model “suggested by” the randomization,
e.g.

Yij = f(xij)
′β + δi + εij ,

where f(xij)
′β represents the fixed effects response surface model,

δi ∼ N(0, σ2
b), εij ∼ N(0, σ2) and all random variables are

independent.

Models are fitted using residual maximum likelihood (REML)
estimates of variance components plugged in to generalized least
squares (GLS) to estimate the fixed effects.
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Case Study

Estimates of σ2
b were small or zero and several responses showed

little effect of the factors.

Drying rate and one of the volatile compounds showed some
interesting and informative results.

However, these suggested a change in the direction of the research
programme, rather than leading to more aromatic coffee.
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REML/GLS Analysis

This analysis has good large sample properties, where “large
sample” means large numbers of residual degrees of freedom in
each stratum.

In experiments with (realistically) small numbers of blocks, it can
give misleading results (Goos and Vandebroek, 2004, ...).

Alternative forms of analysis are being explored.
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Multi-Stratum Response Surface Designs

The first paper to consider the design problem was Draper and
John (1998), who considered different run orders in CCDs.

Now, there are three somewhat different approaches, the
stratum-by-stratum strategy of Trinca and Gilmour (2001),
D-efficiency using a prior estimate of the ratio of stratum variances
(Goos and Vandebroek, 2003, Jones and Goos, 2007) and
equivalent estimation designs (Kowalski et al., 2006, Parker,
Kowalski and Vining, 2006, 2007a,b).

Discussion point: How should these methods, or the designs
produced by them, be compared?
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Stratum-by-Stratum Construction

We choose a good treatment design in each stratum and combine
them to get a good overall design.

Assume unit structure is U1/ . . . /Us with fi factors applied in
stratum i , fi ≥ 0.

In each stratum, Ui , in which fi > 0:

1. Choose a treatment design for the factors applied in Ui .

2. Treating the units in Ui−1 as blocks, obtain a good block
design for the treatment design in 1.

3. Combine the block design chosen in 2 with the treatment
design for the factors applied in Ui−1 to obtain good
estimates of the interactions.

4. Maintaining the design in 3, obtain a good block design
considering the units in Ui−2 as blocks. Repeat this for
Ui−3, . . . ,U1.
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The justification for this approach is that it gives “optimal”
designs as σ2

i /σ2
j →∞ for all i < j , which is the worst case.

Implementation:

1. Choose a subset design.

2. Use an interchange algorithm with a weighted-M-criterion.

3. Use an interchange algorithm with a weighted-As -criterion.

4. Use an interchange algorithm with a weighted-M-criterion.

The choice of criteria are completely independent of the algorithm,
e.g. we could use D everywhere.
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Case Study

Design for blocks is obvious - each level of pressure twice.

In runs, first choose a treatment design - central composite design
with six centre points.

Next arrange this design in blocks - we used an algorithm which
maximises the mean efficiency factor.

Now combine designs - we used an algorithm which maximises the
As -efficiency allowing for interactions.

Finally, randomize the block labels to blocks and the run labels to
runs within each block.
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Design obtained:

Main Coded Factors Responses
Unit X3 X1 X2 X4 X5 Y1 Y2
1 1 0 0 0 1 66.0 1.546

1 0 0 1 0 66.1 1.670
1 –1 0 0 0 57.8 1.415
1 0 0 0 0 66.0 1.450
1 0 1 0 0 51.9 0.620

2 0 0 0 0 0 70.9 1.822
0 –1 1 –1 1 56.8 1.150
0 1 1 1 –1 62.4 2.390
0 1 –1 –1 –1 83.6 1.340
0 –1 –1 1 1 65.2 2.623

3 –1 0 0 0 0 71.4 1.268
–1 1 1 1 1 97.9 2.300
–1 –1 1 –1 –1 54.9 1.148
–1 –1 –1 1 –1 61.7 2.315
–1 1 –1 –1 1 80.4 1.771

4 1 0 0 –1 0 66.9 1.805
1 1 0 0 0 79.2 1.821
1 0 0 0 –1 65.2 1.463
1 0 –1 0 0 73.8 1.463
1 0 0 0 0 67.9 1.677

5 –1 0 0 0 0 69.2 1.520
–1 1 1 –1 1 85.4 2.346
–1 1 –1 1 –1 74.3 1.355
–1 –1 1 1 –1 50.4 1.583
–1 –1 –1 –1 1 60.3 1.809

6 0 1 –1 1 1 89.2 1.594
0 0 0 0 0 68.5 1.563
0 1 1 –1 –1 75.6 2.280
0 –1 1 1 1 56.5 1.124
0 –1 –1 –1 –1 68.4 2.077



D-Optimal Split-Plot Designs

A prior point estimate of the ratio of stratum variances is plugged
into V = 1

σ2 Var(Y).

Then the criterion |X′V−1X| is based on the GLS estimator.

Then search for optimal designs using standard exchange
algorithms, but modified to obey the randomization restrictions.

Jones and Goos (2007) speed things up by using a
“candidate-set-free” algorithm.
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Equivalent Estimation Designs

These are defined to be designs for which OLS and GLS give the
same estimates.

This allows the parameters to be estimated using Minitab.

The estimated standard errors given by Minitab are wrong,
although it is not too difficult to calculate adjustments.

They look a bit odd at first sight, e.g. including blocks with S0 in
every experimental unit.
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Advantages of Each Method

I Stratum-by-stratum:

I completely general for any multi-stratum structure;
I does not depend on prior estimates of variance components;
I is robust to different values of variance components;
I is optimal within strata.

I D-optimal:

I D-optimal across strata;
I takes account of prior information;
I available in JMP.

I Estimation equivalent:

I does not depend on prior estimates of variance components;
I is robust to different values of variance components;
I allows pure error estimation.

Discussion point: Which method do you prefer? How should they
be compared?
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Current and Future Work

We still do not know the best way to design these experiments, or
analyse the resulting data.

Our work is continuing, e.g. on the EPSRC project “Unifying
Approaches to Design of Experiments” (Gilmour, Grossmann,
Trinca) and Royal Society International Joint Project “Design and
Analysis of Multi-Stratum Response Surface Experiments”
(Gilmour, Goos, Grossmann).

Recent results suggest that it does make a real difference.

RSM has a very large ratio of applications to methodological
researchers (583 WoK hits in 2008, 18 of these in statistics
journals, broadly defined). These applications are very diverse and
are only the academic applications. (In 2007 there were 1000:29.)
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